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: Book Reviews

Book RevielQs
Homage to Afistres$ Bradstreet,; by John
Berryman_ With Pictures by Ben Shabo.
New York: Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 1956.

$4-75remembered-at all
, by the student of American literature, w~U
be recaUedas·the first woman writer o£verse .
in the New World,thc"Tenth Muse Lately
sprung up in America/' A sincere but essen:'
tially commonplace author, shewas anything
but aC,>JUmonplace individual. Born in
Northampton in 1612 or 1613, Anne Dudley married Simon Bradstreet in 162~, and emigrated to America on the Arbella·two years
later where both her husband and father became leaders, eventually
Governors, of the Massachusetts Bay Colony. <She raised eightchUdren, somehow found time to write a considerable amount,o! tolerable and not so tolerable poetry, suffered from a variety of JWl!adies
(smallpox which left her '-pockmarkt," lameness, fever, famtingfits,
and divers halluclnations),and died at the "advanced"ageofsOcty.
Seemingly her inner life was as complicated as her extetnallife was,
for her day and age, eventful: she entertaineducarnall"thoughts;
she was haunted by fears of barrenness; she tended toward skepticism,
a fatal deviation from the rigid orthodoxy into which fate had cast
her, and suffered agonies of remorse for her defectionsC'Ihave been
in darknes and .seen no light").
Such is the womanaronnd whom John Berryman has created a
complex, disturbing, and memorable poem; his "Homage'; is a vivid
re<reation of the essence of aremarkablepetsonality. Theacade..
mician may be annoyed at occasional Iiberties Mr. Berryman has .
taken with 'historical fact (for example, he makes Simon Bradstreet
thirty years hiswife'$ senior; actually, he is said. to have been born
in 1603, nine or ten years before Anne)_ ~eold·school tiede£ender
of the virtues of the Puritan oligarchy will be irritated by the occasional brief but chilling glimpses of a society haunted by the selfANNE BRADSTREJ;T,i£
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righteousneu of the Calvininic law~vers ("I remember who I in
meeting smiled Be was punisht, and I know who I whisPered Be was
stockt'}. And even the intelligent reader, upon first or second rereadings, maybe confused by the ellipticism, obliquity and indirec-,
don of Mr. Berryman'a method; by the (at first but only at first)
bewildering lack of transitions; by the rather condescending qualitY
of lOme- of the "explanatory" notes; by the multiplicity of the allusions, ranging as they do·from the Bible to the Winthrop Journals
and from. Klee to Graham Greene; and by the. merging of different
narrative points of view, most of the poem being spoken ~r thought
by Anne Bradstreet, with occasional comments by. Mr. Berryman,
and with an inner section of several stanzas constituting.a dialogue
between Mrs. Bradstreet and "Him'; (incubus, lover, projection of a
sick mind? Surely not the "spiritual adviser" referred to by a recent
reviewer, apparently misinterpreting the somewhat Olympian note
on the subject).
Whether Mr. Berryman's Mistress Anne is the Anne Bradstreet of
history is an interesting spec.ulation, but is of no gr~ter importance
than whether, say, joyce's Buck Mulligan is the St. John Gogarty of
Dublin. In Homage to Mistress Bradstreet he has created a specific
woman in a specific place at a specific time; Mistress Anne is also
Woman, and her Massachusetts Bay is the World, with its hell and its
heaven, its agony and its compensations. To be sure, Mr. Berryman
has written a difficult poem, but at no time can he be accused of either
obscurantism or dilletantism. Throughout he writes with authority
and with admirable mastery of his highly effective adaptation of a
traditional eight-line stanza. With remarkable economy Mr. Berryman has produced what might be called a series of epiphanies illuminating the major epochs or crises of his subject'S life. We see Anne
Bradstreet an alien in a strange world and as an alien to her somber
husband, and her tortured admission 'strikes the reader like a blow:
"Women have gone mad / at twenty-one." We see. her as an exultant
animal in childbirth: Udrencht & powerfUl, I did it with my body!"
And as the kind of capricious lover one would be less surprised to
find in an early poem by Donne than in Puritan New England; as a
loving mother ("When by me in the .dusk my child sits down I I am
myself"); and finally as an old woman, sick, resigned, burned, and
repentant, awaiting death:

as

I lie, & endure, & wonder.
A haze slips sometimes over my dreams
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and holiness on horses' bells shallstant:L
Wanderingpacemaker, unsteadying'friend, [herheart] .
in a redskin calmI wait:
beat when yo,u will our end. Sinkings and droopings drowse.

It is no longer permissible to think of Mr. Berryman as a talented
but ~me'What erratic occasional poet. Homage to Afistress Brad..
street is a noteworthy poem by a mature and d~$ciplined talent. It is
pleasant to be able to comment that the finished book is worthy of
its contents, that Mr. Berryman's publishers nave produced a dis..
tinguished piece of bookmaking. The binding, overall design, and
presswork are extremelyeffectlve, and the starkly simple drawings by
Ben Shahn offer both an effective background and contr~t to the
author's curiously nervous lines.
WILLIAM PEDEN

The Brave Cowboy~ by Edward Abbey. New York: Dodd, Mead and
Company, 1956.287 pp. $3.75.
of Molloy, Malone, and Waiting for
God;ot and Samuel Beckett, it is a distinct pleasure to come upon an
author who uses that much-maligned· word anarchism as both an
emblem and a hope. On the jacket of The Brave Cowboy; the author
states (with the humor which keeps bubbling up irrepressibly in this
i largely grim and somber novel): "The Army made an anarchist out
\ .0£ me and what with one thing and another I've peen living off the
govemment ever since." I would like· to suggest that this is a novel
.about the kind of anarchism w~ch would preserve the inalienable .
rights of the individual- upon which democracy is baSed. The notable achievement of· The Brave~owboy is that in it the individual
never becomes a part of a group. Th~ novel is in the direct line of
desce~t (whether the au~or knows it or not) from Benjamin
Tucker's Instead ora Book by a Man too busy to Write .one" Tucker
edited the first anarchist newspaper in this country, ihBostou, and
exposed the Chicago trials for attributing thiacts of gangsters in
collusion with insurance companies to pacifistic# non·violentanarchists. And at this moment I read that PioBaroja# the greatest
anarchist of all,. in· a literary sense, is dead in ~~drid"atthe age of
eighty-three,. without winning the Nobel Prize, which his avowed
disciple Ernest Hemingway t;hought he so richly deserved.
IN THESE DESPONDENT DAYS
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URiding in from the desert to the west, coming from God knows ,
where'" the brave cowboy returns to civilization morder to reSCUe
a friend. The friend has a wife and a son but is in jail for draft- ;
dodging. He explains to the brave cowboy that he had a kindly draft
board:
Da~med nice people - they didn't want any unseemly dealings With the
Government anymore than I did. The difficulty was they wanted me to J'egister as a conscientious objector. Conscientious objector to what? I asked
them. To war, they said. But I love war, I said; my father got rich off the
last ~me canning dogfood for the infantry•••• Then what do you object to?
they said. I object· to slavery, I said; compulsory military service. is a form
of slavery. But there is no provision in the law for such an objection, they
y laid. But it's the law itself that I object to, I said. That is illegal, they informed me. The law is unconstitutional, I replied. Then you had better
take up themaUer with the couru, they said. I'm a busy man, I said. What
are you doing? they asked. I'm constructing a metaphysic based on the theory
of unipolar planes of reality, 1 said. Would you mind repeating that? they
said. That would be tautologous, I replied. .
.

It seeJn$ that the draft board informed his father that he was mentally incompetent, and the father in turn informed the FBI. What
the brave cowboy can not understand is why his friend will not break
out of jail. His friend has a motto, part of which goes: "I shall never
sacrifice a friend to an ideal. I shall never desert a friend to save an
institution." "How about a wife?" the brave cowboy is finally forced
to say. "I know, I know," replies his friend. "Can you think for a
moment that hasn't been on my mind? For months?" Reluctantly
the. cowboy, who has himself been incarcerated, takes leave of his
friend and breaks out of jail. Then he is pursued by sheriff, posse,
helicopter, and the AAF in one of the most exciting Chases through
"the Sangre l\.fountains" that one can encounter in Western fiction.
He and his unpredictable horse Whiskey finally elude their pursuers,
but to reveal the climax of the book would be to destroy its magnificent cumulative suspense.
The descriptions of the workings of the county jail, as well as the
many lengthy, detailed, yet undeniably exciting nature descriptions
of the terrain around "Duk~ City," make this a book which has not
only a local but an universal interest. The implied allegory is
poignant; the writing is fresh, shocking, and original. Mr. Abbey was
formerly a member of the philosophy department o.f the University
of New Mexico, and previous to that a graduate of the English department. He is more than a credit to both departments; with this
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book, lie becomes one of the outstanding autborsof the United States. He isa novelist to read, and watch.
GILBERT -NE-JMAN

Behind the Mountains, by Oliver La Farge. Boston: Houghton
MifBin Company, 1956.179 pp. $3.00.
understanding of this region and its
peoples unfailingly comes through to us ina satisfying, realistic way,
unhampered by sentimentality.
A cultured and rather extraordinary family portrayed against a
background of the Spanish culture of northern ·New Mexico, a gen;·
eration ago, is the delightful and warm cente;r of these episodes by
Mr. 4 Farge. He has recreated the old and generally serene way of
life of those who lived on the sheep and cattle ranch which surrounded the village of Rociada, from the memories of many. of these
people, including members of his wife's family.
All but three of these stories have appeared in the New Yorker
prior to the publication of this volume, and it is a pleasure to see
them again, collected into an integrated whole.

OLIVER LA FARGE'S great love and

.

-

Beyond the Hun.dredth Meridian, John Wesley Powell and· the
Second Opening of the West, by Wallace Stegner. Boston:-H(>Ughton
MifHin, 1954. 43 8 pp.
is best remembered for his exploration of 1...
the ,Colorado River - he lead the first expedition down its course by
boat in 1869 - and to the anthropologists as the founder of the
Bureau of American Ethnology, and the first student to systematically classify some 650 American Indian languages. These are highlights in a brilliant government career ably related by Mr. Stegner.
Powell's great achievement, as-dIe father of the Geological Survey,
and later in other governmentpost5, wasorganhing scientific studies within the framework of federal government. As Bernard de'Voto
PQints out in his intrOduction, "He [P.oweU] tried to shape legal
and political and social institutions so that they would acq)rd with
the necessities of the West. He tried toconsetve the West's natural
wealth so that it could play to the full its potential part in the future
of the United States.•.• He was a great man and a prophet. Long
JOHN WESLEY POWELL
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ago he accomplished great things and now we are beginning to
understand him ••• even out west."
.
The author has written a carefully documented and unuaually
readable biography of a pre-eminent and long overlooked American.
JOHN ADAIR

Th~ Blue Dog and Other F:ables for the French l by Anne Bodart,
translated by Alice B. Toklas. Boston: Houghton Mifilin Company, .
1956.48 pp. $Z·50 •

on blue cellophane, the fragile fables in this
.. volume possess an irony as tender as the age of their author - fifteenyear-old .Annc B<xIart.
Each fable is short and whispering. Death comes to tables "because
their chairs are made of iron and fold up when the summer is over."
A shining little coffeepot thinks wise thoughts by the simple process
of "reflecting." Rats live in the shadow of fear of poisoned cheese;
man in the shadow of another fear. The title story, "The Blue Dog,"
tells of a blue dog who longed to be white as he saw how "his cursed
indigo stood out against the somewhat lighter sky." White at last, in
the white snow of death, the dog "died happy and white after having
lived aad and blue. It is often like that with men. Why are they not all
'" < 'iir';'~
born white?"
Alice B. Toklas, in her translation, has evidently preserved in
transit from French to English, the spirit and fabric of the fables. In·
any case, the book is ·a surprising collection of life in the diminutive
by the small serendipthat Miss Bodart muSt· inevitably be.
LlltE J'IlOST TIlAC:P;RY

•

RAMONA MAHER MARTINEZ.

The Centuries of Santa Fe, by Pau} Horgan. New York: E. P. Dutton
Be Company, 1956. 863 pp. $5.00.
to Mr. Horgan's preface to· The Centuries of Santa Fe:
"This is a book of scenes and portraits from three centuries of a
society," a description of the life of the city "in the sequence of time
during periods of significant change..•• Using real traditions, events~
and many real persons, I have wanted to bring alive. the historical
realities of the past rather in the way of a documentary filml in which
we sec true experience over the shoulder, as it were, of a protagonist
who is also a participant with whom the reader may identify himself."
Although the protagQnists are anonymousl composite characters, each
ACCORDING

•
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His as typical of his ~riod as I could make him, and his experiences
are suggested in every case by historical records and archives .where
in evocative power rest 80 inanY fragments of past lives••• ' .A$ to its
form, the result might be called a sequence of historical sketches:'
Therefore, by 'using semi-fictional narration and "typical" com"
posite characteil, Mr. Horgan's intention is to convey tobu readers
the IItrue experience". of people who lived in other times and other.
Societies. HowweU he has succeeded,can be judged only in the li.ght
of the historical realities themselves. If he had come within reasonable distance o£produdng atl11e "sense of historical experience," we
might forgivethd.ratherstartling errors of fact, .xnisinterpretationsof
fact, and ignorance of fact. that blemish almOSt every page of this
book. If, in spite\of these, Mr. Horgan had managed to ~vqke the
authentic atmosphere of the life and society of the times, he would
have been true to his own philosophy, he might have enlightened as
well as amused an otherwise indifferent segment of the reading
public, and have done no greatJw'm to the serious study or general
underatanding of history•.
In the first sketch we make the acquaintance of a typical composite
character, "The Royal Notary." Wh~n we meet this twenty-seven-year
old Spanish hidalgo one autumn afternoon in the year 1620, he is
approaching the raw frontier villa of Santa Fe on the last lap of the
journey from Mexico City with the mission supply train. (Mission
caravans were sent from Mexico in 1616-1617, 1621; and 1625.) He
strikes us as a remarkably dense and unobservant man for one of his
mature years and experience -or per-haps the hardships and tedium
of the long leagues of slow travel, much of it through lOnely, rough,
and dangerous territory, have addled his wits. For as he .approaches
the young settlement of Santa Fe, one of the most remote outposts, of
the known w~r1d, he invokes ·'both his memory and his imagination"
to picture it with the domes of Seville, the fortress walls of Avila, the
great palaces 'andcrowdedmarket places of old Spain. Mr. Horgan
has him. suffer a rude awakening from this peculiar dream, but his
obstinate failure to see what is under his nose continues to astoubd
1,1&. The "few remarks of information" with which the governor condescends tof'c!.vor him at their first interview completely~atisfy any
curiosity of this simpl~ soul. The governor, Dot named, can be no
other than Don Jqan de Eulate, who served from 1618 to 1625. Don
Juan was a swashbuckling, irreverent professional soldier and adventurer, a wounded veteran of the Siege. of Ostend, and a recent
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arrival in the New World. He W35 a man of strong regalist view.s and
enough historical information to argue them,citing the Sack of Rome
by the forces of the Duke of Bourbon in 1527 as an edifying example
ora Joyal officer's performance of his duty to his King. From 1618 on,
the open struggle between. Governor Eulate and his equally strongminde4 opponent, the Franciscan Custos Fray Esteban de Perea, split
Santa Fe·society into bickering (actions. Many soldiera and settlers
gleefully followed wherever the governor led. Documents of the
period teem with explosive accounts of the excesses of both sides,
although it. must be admitted that most of our information stems
from the clerical party's bitter and circumstantial complaints about
the evil influence of Eu!ate's irreverence in word and· deed upon the
behavior of "this ignorant Spanish population here." Callow youths
and veteran colonists strutted about boasting, "E! Reyes mi gallol"
("The King is my patron," from the old proverb Buen galla Ie canto:
A good cock crowed for him.) The confraternities fell into decay, for
the brothers.preferred gambling with the governor in the casas reales
to promoting the welfare of 3Ouls. Yet, "over the shoulder" of Mr.
Horgan's notary, we see a quiet earthen room in the palace, where
he worked in peace and solitude, and a city full of.people "content
here merely to adore God,love their families, face danger, and breathe
the crystalline air."
One flaw in Mr. Horgan's approach seems to be his concept of
··composite character." It is not always possible to avoid gen~aIiza.
tions, but we cannot fit rugged individuals of a highly individualistic
age into a rigid mold of the "typical" without transforming them into
painted puppets. The "few remarks of information" put into Governor Eulate's mouth are valid enough in their own scattered contexts
in various reasonably identifiable primary sources and modem
analyses~ but they are completely incongruous as coming from Eulate
at that t~me and place. This is as far from the caustic, living tongue
of Eulat~ - Or any other ~called Utypical" governor of New Mexico
- as we ~n get.
Fot those who gladly drudge for years of their lives seeking out and
digesting the content of incredible numbers of dusty folios, which are
the living record of society in New Spain and New Mexico, it is,
equally difficult to conceive of a Ucomposite" friar or prelate. Mr.
Horgan patches his uFather President" ~ogether from an ilI-digested
assortment of contemporary relations I and later interpretations
wrenched from their place in the picture, as ifhe had spilled ajig saw
puzzle and tried to force the scattered pieces into a new pattern.
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This technique deprives the cbaracters,both fictional and real, of
any remnant of "true experience." ~ happen to be well acquainted
with his Most Illustrious Lordship Doctor Don Pedro T~ar6n y
Romeral, Sixteenth Bishop of Durango.. who arrived in Santa Fe in
1760 in the course of a formal visitation of his enormous diocese. It is
impossible to read Tamaron's numerous letters and reports without
feeling cOlJsiderable respect for this tough, intelligent, polished~ and
observant prelate. Fundamentally amiable as his disposition seems to
have been, this grand old man was extremely conscious of the need
to maintain the aloofness he considered appropriate to the dignity of
his high ecclesiastical office. In his instructions to the clergy regardi~g
the manner of his reception, he made a point of forbidding them to
invite to dinners or refreshments "any guest, not even persons of the
highest esteem and authority in the towns." Since there was no other
suitable lodging in the New Mexican capital, the governor moved
out of the casas reales during the Lord Bishop's short sojourns there,
and Tamaron also permitted him 'toprovide food "hccause there was
no other way of obtaining it." It wa$"'with some surprise, then~that I
read the accpunt of an elegant dinn6- party given for the bishop by
Mr. Horgan's composite "Matriarch" after his return to Santa Fe
from Taos about the middle of June, 1760. (He arrived in Santa Fe
on May' 24, spent May 29~81 visiting Pecos and Galisteo, and left
Santa Fe 'for Taos on June 6 never to return. When he finished his
visitation of the Rio Arriba missions he went directly from Sail Ildefonso to Cochiti. He had no time to waste; it took him nearly two
years to cover the distant areas under his jurisdiction.) I was even
more startled by the informality and frankness with which h~ du.·
cussed his diocesan problems with the jIMatriarcb," (partly in Tam~
aron's words, to be sure, but again tom from their proper context),
and by his fulsome compliments to the beauties of her resi~ence and
her gracious self. Mr. Horgan succeeds in making the dignified prelate
look offensively silly. Such complete disregard for the actuaIitiesof.
character and setting reduces the story of the past to mere gossip and
violates not only the canons of good history, hut of good historical
fiction.
The dangerous and deplorable aspect oLalI this is 'that Mr. Hor, gan's seasoned craftsmanship and his power to convey genuine feeling in his descriptions of the physical dlamlS of~e Southwest can make
this Never-Never \\TorId convincing to the undiscerning. Objectivity
is one of the chief characteristics of a good historian. The unavoid-
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-.. able subjective element that enters into the process of interpretation
of historical data must be based on an open mind, sound kDowledge
and understanding of such facts as are available, and a<kind of intuition and creative imagination quite different from'Mr.Horgan's
creative fantasy. He does history and himself an injustice when he
wastes his considerable talents on an art 50 obvioualy unsuited to his
. temperament and habits of thought. These sentimental pastels do
him rio honor. They lack the authentic color and interest of historical
reality, and they obscure and minimize the true dignity and achievements of a hardy group of pioneers.
Montaigne,- who sought, in his reading, only to please himself "by
an honest diversion," loved historians, "whether of the simple sort or
of the higber order.. The simple, who have nothing of their own to
mix with it, and who only make it their business to collect all that
comes to their knowledge, and faithfully to record all things, without
choice or discrimination, leave to us the entire judgment of discerning the truth••.• The more excellent sort of historians have judgment
to pick out what is most worthy to be known; •.• such have title to
assume the authority of regulating our belief to what they themselves
believe; but certainly, this privilege belongs to very few." I fear that
asa historian Mr. Horgan, who takes a lofty and severely critical
attitude toward the simple sort, himself belongs to Montaigne's
middle sort: "Tbey spoil all; they will chew our meat for us; they
take upon them to judge of, and consequently, to incline the history
to their own fancy; for if the judgment lean to one side, a man cannot avoid wresting and writhing his narrative to that bias; they undertake to select things worthy to be known, and yet often conceal from
us such a word, such a private action, as would better instruct us..••
Let them display their eloquence and intelligence, and judge according to their own fancy; but let them, withal, leave us- something to
judge of after them, and neither alter nor disguise, by their abridgments and at their own choice, anything of the substance of the
matter, but deliver it to us pure and entire in all its dimensions."
ELEANOR B. ADAMS

• &StJ'Ys} Bk. II, CIl. 10, Cotton translation, HazUtt cd.
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Charles F. Lummis, Editor of the Southwest~ by Edwin R. Bingham.
San M~o: The Huntington Library, 1955. :u8 pp. $5.00. ' .
The Lando! Poco Tiempo; Mesa, Can'jon and Pueblo, and other popular books and articles on the Southwest, and edited, with F. W. Hodge, The Memorial of Fray Alonso
de Benavides.
This volume gives but a short biographical account of Lummis' .
years in New Mexico when he lived at San Mateo and in Isleta
Pueblo, where he collected much of the material for his popqlar
.
books on the region.
The author is mainly concerned with hi& later life and work as a
journalist and editor. Lummis was the founder, editor, and principal
contributor to Land of Sunshine, later called Out West, a regional
monthly primarily concerned with extolling the glories of Southern
California. This journal played an important partih the liter~ life
of the West and in its pages Lummis published short stories; articles,
and poetry by Jack London, David Starr Jordon, Joaquin Miller, and
the ethnologist, Washington Matthews, to name only a few. Here
too, the painter L. Maynard Dixon published many of his ,sketches
of Indian life.
In the chapter "Corduroy Crusader" the author tells of Lummis'
championing of causes: the preservation of the California Missions;
thecorreet spelling of Spanish place names; reform of the United
States Indian 'Service, and others. His activity as city librarian of Los
Angeles and as a founder of the Southwest Museum is also,described.,
This book will be of interest to all those who know Lummis' wrjt·
ing and to students of western Americana.
CHARLES F. LUMMIS wrote

d

JOHN ADAIR

Contemporary Sculpture, An Evolution in Volume and Space, by
Carola Giedion·Welcker. New York: George Wittenborn,. Inc., 1955.
326 pp. $8.50.
of the evolution of both the philosophy and
forms of twentieth century sculpture is presented in this book.
It is gratifying to me that Giedion·Welcker relates the changes from
the period of Daumier's satire to the varied and complex situation
which arises with a new generation today. She points out that there
has been a change in the nature of public r~ponse to sculpture: "It
is no longer possible to dismiss the kind of sculpture th'at has (or the
A TIMELY ANALYSIS
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past forty years gone by the name of ~modem' as sporadic, utopian
efforts • • • • There are even grounds for believing that an 'age of
sculpture' is on the way."
She di$cusses the trend in the past twenty years of "a return to the
human figure," not as a static representation or man as the center of
the universe, but as "man closely bound up with the life of all created
things, man as one small point in the huge web of time and space ••
The book is well organized and illustrated. Photographs of each
sculptor's work are accompanied with 6tatements by or about the
sculptor. There is a biographical appendix with photo-portraits of
each sculptor, and lists of exhibitions. A panoramic and annotated
bibliography adds to the reference ya1ue.

:u

PAUL MORRIS WRIGHT

Go In Beauty, by William Eastlake. New York: Harper and Brothers,
1956• 279 pp. $3.50 •
LIKE MAN~ NOVELS

inspired by a close and fond att!lchment to the
West and its people, Mr. Eastlake's story deals with the Indian
country; the Navajo, and the lonely life of a trader,. in a plot replete
with dramatic incident. To this pattern he has added a fine contrast
in character delineation in the persons of the two trader brothers one, conten.t to remain on the reservation, the other, a writer, o1.\t of
a mistaken inner necessity, forced to leave, only to find that his
wanderlust and popular success have served instead as deteriorating
.
pI
forces.
The author's style is conserving, brittle, and a little Hemingway.
One would leel better about ~e book if his undoubted sympathy
with the Navajos had been morb instrumental in making his Indian
characters real Navajos, or for that matter, real people.

Gold on the Desert, by Olga Wright Smith. Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico pres~ 1956. 257PP. $4.00.
and Arizona strawberries (chile beans) for
breakfast were only two of the items to which Olga Wright Smith, a
tenderfoot Iowa.schoolteacher, had to accustom herself during her
sojourn on the LechuguiIIa Desert of southwestern Arizona.
The only road through the desert was a trail on a map marked
"Unimproved." But young Cap Smith - her husband, and "Dad"
Smith, her father·in·law~assured her that there was enough ore in the
surrollDding mountains to pave their way with gold. So the author

SOUKDOUGU BISCUITS
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found herself faced with the prospeetofcoping with rationed water,
sidewinders.. lso-degree heat, sand devils, and the various denizens of
, the desert, while her men folk prospected for gold and copper.
A dozen times "Kit" Smith determined 16 return to civilization.
until she discovered that the desert possessed ~ civilization of iuown.
She made friends with Ike and Mike, a companionable pair of whiptail lizards. She found a garnet on an anthill, and saw the kangaroo.
rats dancing in the moonlight. Gradually she developed an interest
in mining. and in this way found her Own intangible "zone of enrichment/' a redepository of rich mineral ore after a migration, her ,own
"gold on the desert~"
. Olga Wright Smith has told her story well and informally; her gift
~orhumorous anecdote is charming, if not subtle, and her Hair for
dialogue is well realized. The "chrysocoIJa" blue wrapper provides a
pictorial peep into..the ~id LechuguilIa; the bOok itself isa perfect
choice for armchair adventurers.
The Gothic Cathedral, by Otto von Simson. New York: Pantheon
Books, Bollingen Series XLVIII, 1956. 807' pp. $6.50.
THE MEDlEYAL EXPERIENCE and philosophy of beauty are not
exclusively or even primarily derived from sense impressions: It is
even doubtful that we may speak of medieval aesthetics, if we define
aesthetics as the autonomous philosophy of beauty. To the medieval
thinker beauty was not a value independent Of others, but rather the
.radiance of trf!,th, the splendor of ontological perfection.. and that
quality of things which 'reflects their origin in God. Light and luminous objects, no less than consonance of parts (proportion).. conveyed
an insight into the perfection of cosmos.. and a divination of the
Creator.
This excerpt from The Gothic Cathedral states the purpose and
method of the book. Unlike so many art historians, Otto von Simson
is not preoccupied solely with the purely aesthetic or technical aspects of the work of art. His attempt, instead, is to set it in its historical context, to see it (in ~ far as that is possible) from the point
of view of the men Who. produced it.
In the concepts of luminosity and mathematical proportion Mr.
von Simson discovers a bridge between the medieval cathedral and
medieval world outlook. For the twelfth century these concepts, both
., of which derived from St. Augustine's interpretation of Neo-Platonic
ideas, revealed the presence of God. In compelling, though at times
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very involved argumenta, the author demonstrates that these same
concepts impinged on Gothic architecture, that they were, indeed,
the forces which differentiate Gothic from the earlier Romanesque
movement.
This book has great value for the thoroughness and sympathy with
which the medieval aesthetic and intellectual outlook is represented
- a comprehensive view of which has long been lacking for an
English·speaking audience. It is both provocative and salutary for the
modem critic and architect, preoccupied as he is with problems of
function or pure aesthetics, to be confronted with a set of premises
and values so strikingly different from his own. Through contrast,
this picture of the medieval milieu may help us to comprehend both
the advantages of our present day architectural attitudes as well as
their limitatiom.
BAINBRIDGE BUNTING

In the Winter of Cities, by Tennessee Williams. Norfolk: New Directions, 1956. 1,17 pp. $3.50'
is best known as a playwright, New Directions
tells us that he first came to their attention as a poet. In 1944, before
his fame in the theater, he appeared as one of the poets in a volume
titled Five Young American Poets.
That Williams is a poet should not be surprising to· th05C who
know only his plays. His kind of drama has always been unrealistic
and unprosy. Its apprehension and criticism of contemporary life
have always had the lyricism and intensity of the poetic way of seeing
and talking. His stage has always been alive with properties,. devices,
and ways of talking to the audience that have the force of the metaphoric and symbolic language of poetry.
It is prpbably inevitable that those who come to· his plays first
should approach his poems with certain preconceptions about his
themes, his spokesmen, his situations. There were the characters in
flight from traumatic pasts and present decadence, gripped in midflight by memory. There were the characters who could not fly at all!
and remained hurt or frozen, sometimes arrested and infantile, limp-i
ing on after the fall from innocence. And there were sometimes the
relatively free ones, often foreigners in the manner of Lawrence, who
could in some measure defeat the sick past-present and gain a true
THOUGII WILLIAMS

pr~nt.

AIter reading the poems, one guesses that these characters, like the
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poems, were all projections of 50me part of Williams' sensibility. And
one might assume that the poems are only ~ more intimate projection
of the dramatises self; yet they have a wider rang-e of subject and
mood. Through greater flexibility of mood and greater discipline of
. form they represent, to this reviewer, a poet who is abetter artist
_
than the playwright.
Yet the same intrinsic Williams is apparently present in both forms.
One finds him, perhaps, .in these lines from "The Summer
Belvedere":
,And I, obsessed with a dread of things-cottoded,
of rasping faucets, of channels that labor toHow,
have no desire to know of morbid tissues,
of cells that begin prodigiously to flower.

This dread is suggested by the title of the volume, which is taken
from the poem "Those Who Ignore the Appropriate Time of Their
Going!' The poem begins as a celebration of those who last through
the corr05ions and the winters of our culture and our individual
sensibilities. But this victory at last remains only in the memory of
one who tries to return to his time-effaced experience of them.
and you think, Surely somewhere,
in language rarer than Sanskrit,
on this fair monolith raised in praise and place of their passion,
mUSt be graven:
their names and birtlidates, precedent to- the distinct but short,
~red~m
_
.
.meaning: Still not gone!

Though this may be no more than a cry against obliteration" and
hence for Williams another memory trap, at least the memory is
blessed, and the protest cleat.
If memory dominates the poems, their range otherwise is wide.
There is a touch of Wordsworth's thematic bequeathal in the imagery
of children unspoiled by fear, discipline, and time in "In Jack-O'- •
Lantern's Weather." There, are imagistic impressions gleaned apparently during travel, Italy for "Testa Dell' Effebo," Mexico for "The
.Christus of Guadalajara." There is a tribute to D.H. Lawrence's
fighting spirit, to which Williams apparently owes much, in "Cried
the\-!.ox:' Here is a sensitive elegy, and here an impression of the
difference of the insane. In style and,i.magery, the range is from a
rather classical control and range of language, so that there is no very
contemporary' feeling, to the turbulence and thronging of images
from modem life in "The Dangerous Painters" and "The Jockeys
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at Hialeah." There is a somewhat lesser range of rhythms, from the
relative regularity of the shorter poems to the virtuosic free verse o(
some of the longer ones.
Among the poems there is not a sleazy, commonplace utterance.
They are all carefully crafted. This crafting, of course, means for
Williams, as it has for all the moderns, a great deal of distortion and
private language, to escape the cheapening and exhaustion of words,
but these are not, one feels, ends in themselves, as they may have
become for other poets.
Perhaps the most fun in the,book, and the greatest relief from what
in Williams suggests the long-sustained note of many of his fellow
moderns, poets like Lawrence, Cummings~ Fearing, and many lesser
known ones - their revolts, and the poetic means they have used to
express these revolts - are those poems toward the end of the book
that were written for music, or that suggest the added distancing of
being $ung: "Carrousel Tune," "Heavenly Grass," "Lonesome Man," .
"Cabin," "Sugar in the Cane" (the latter four from Blue Mountain
Ballads), and the blues poems: "Kitchen Door Blues," and "Gold
Tooth Blues:'
E.

w.

TEDLOCK,_ JR.

"

Other Men's Skies, by Robert Bunker. Bloomington: Indiana University PrcS$, 1956. 256 PP.$4.50.
this book carries with it the breath of the
field and. the touch of immediate contact. It is meant for everyone
interested in human relations in general, and in the hardshiPS~f
transition and re-adjustment in particular. It deals with Indi n
groups of the Southwest, but. it has profound significance for all •
lated ethnic groups the world over.
As a one-time administrator in the U. S. Indian Service, first at the
United Pueblos Agency in Albuquerque, then in Zuni, it was the difficult task of the author to guide various Indian grouJ>$ (I8~etaJ Zuni,
Ramah Navahos) through their groping efforts of adjustment -less
by interference than by "learning" with them the intricacies of free.dom through the exercise 'bf responsibilities. A great deal of thought
and reflection grew out of the author's administrative experiences.
In his meditations on the psychology of administration, Mr.
Bunker reaches the conclusion that to administer is neither "to make
all the decisions nor to do all ~e work. To administer is simply to
BORN OF EXPERIENCE,.
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give order - not orders - or to arrange what prhfusion already
exists:' And this statement is more than a conclusion: it is a tenet by
which the true administrator endeavors to live and to act.' The true
administrator is not a bureaucrat who, as the public so o£tenassumes,
is either planning too much or too little, is taking too much care of
people or not enough. His aim is to make the contacts between two
cultures productive by "harnessing and perfecting differences."
Other Men's Skies presents a monument not only to isolated peoples
who have to find new communal ways in the inevitable process of
integration - or rather of finding a new balance between the new and
the old; it also is a monument to the lone Indian Service agent in the
field who himself so often has to work under adverse conditions,
struggling with his own problems of adjustment - living, of necessity,
often in cultural and linguistic isolation. He turns, not infrequently,
into a minority within the majority.
This book is for all who are interested not only in communal proc~
. esses of change and transition, but also in the individual problems
which inevitably will beset the worker in the field, the moderator
between two cultures, who often is heroic in his efforts, and frustrated
by the results, and who may be forgotten in that long and wearisome,
and sometimes happy, process of culture change.
MARGOT ASTROV

The Origins and Prehistory of Language, by G. Revesz. New York:
Philosophical Library, 1956. 240 pp. $7.50.
THIS BOOK belongs

to a tradition, not yet entirely dead in Europe, of
building evolutionary' schemes to link the origin of language with
psychological development. More elaborate than most schemes, the
author's "contact" the~ry posits an evolution of communicative forms
and functions based upon the deve]~ping ·'need for contact" among
the individuals in animal and human groups. His treatment is only
for readers who would enjoy the imaginative exercise of following his
ingenious construction of inferences.
STANLEY NEWMAN

Panl by Knut Hamsun, translated from Norwegian by James W. Mc-

Farlane~ New York: The Noonday Press, Inc;, 1956. 192 pp. $3.00.

new tra~lation of Knut Hamsun's Pan
is dedicated to Joban Nilsen. Nagel, the main character in Hamsun's

JAMES W. MCFARLANE'S
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second novel, Mysteries. The translator has recognized the kinship
between Lieutenant Glahn, the hero of Pan, and Nagel, particularly
in reapect to their attitudes toward nature and to their inability to
adjust to society. Lieutenant Glahn is completely out of place in the
social world, and when he falls in love with Edvarda, daughter of the
most prominent man in the district, his happiness is destroyed
thrbugh contact with the restlessness and greed of civilization. Glahn
loves another girl, Eva, a primitive child of nature, but he.
cannot be satisfied with her and returns always to Edvarda and to
his destruction.
Pan is one of Hamsun's most significant works, the third of his
many novels, and was first published in 1894. McE'arlane's translation
has preserved the essential beauty of this strange idyl, which is an
intensely poetic response to the Nordland summer during which the
sun barely sinks into the sea before rising again, and the countryside
shimmers in perpetual day. Two of the ideas which dominate Hamsun's work are here: the belief that there is no higher good in life
than complete devotion to nature, particularly to the earth, which
bountifully cares for her children; and the belief that society destroys
man's ability to accept and to endure life. The novel is urgently
sexual; Glahn and the other main characters instinctively come to life
as the animals and plants do after the long winter of northern lights.
Hamsun believes that inevitably the natural man is powerfully sex- .
ual; when civilization perverts the instincts of man, such a tragedy
as that of Glahn and Edvarda results.
Love of nature sanctifies the human spirit, and at times Glahn is
sentimental in his devotion. He describes his first day in the forest
after an absence of several weeks: "I was happy and languid; all
creatures came near and regarded me, insects sat on the trees, and
beetles crawled on the path. Well met! 1 thought. The mood of the
forest suffused my senses through and through; 1 wept for love of all
things, and was utterly happy.. I yielded myself up in thanksgiving.
You good forest, my home, God's peace, shall I tell you from my
heart ••• 1 stop, tum in all directions and, weeping, call birds, trees,
stones, grass and ants by name, 1 look about and name them each
in turn:'
As winter approaches, the gaiety of the people disappears and a
listlessness overpowers their spirits. A mysterious stillness came over
the people, they brooded in silence, their eyes waited for the winter.
No longer did shouts come across from the drying grounds; the
II
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harbour lay quiet, everything was making ready for the endless night
of the northern lights when the sun slept in the sea....
The Nobel Prize for literature wasawarded to Hamsun in 1920
after publication of his finest novel, The Growth of the Soil. In such
an ecirly work as Pan is clearly evident the POetic genius which was to
reach its highest point in that compassionate story ofa humble man's
devotion to the earth.
PAUL M. REIGSTAD

The Setting Sun, by Osamu Dazai, translated by Donald Keene. Nor- .
folk: New Directions, 1956. 207 pp. $3.00•
..

.

of postwar maladjustment by the Japanese
aristocracy, "the people of the setting sun," Kazuko, a modem intellectual, is caught between her need for normal love, her loyalty to
her dying mother, and the latter's devotion to Kazuko's brother, who
returns from· the war as an embittered alcoholic. Keene's introduction to the novel and its avant garde author, who committed suicide
in Tokyo in 1948, is lucid and helpful. The jacket, from a woodcut
by Kiyoshi Saito, is most appropriate.
IN A HAUNTING NOVEL

The United States Air Force Dictionary, edited by Woodford Agee
Heflin. Maxwell AF Base, Atlanta: Air University Press, 1956• 590 pp.
Pentagon English, and by no means fubar (fouled up beyond
all recognition), the Air Force Dictionary is a marvelous tool not only
for understanding technical terms (compressibility burble - disturbed air from a shock wave), authorized abbreviations (lwoPleave without pay), slang like clobber. and colloquialisms like hoick
("to jerk or yank an airplane around in sudden maneuvers"), but
gives vital insight to official and military semantics. Clearly set forth
for the use. o~ men who imElement ·our national poli~ies ar~ such
concepts as air supremacy, .old war, command, conflIct, frIendly,
. hostile, peace, and research. ~ alive and valuable book.
. Dr. Heflin, a native New Mexican, was graduated from UNM in
1926, was a Rhodes ·Scholar 1927-30, and received his doctorate at
Chicago in 1941. He worked on the editorial staff of the Dictionary
of A mericim English and .other lexicons. He served as a his~orian in
the. India-Burma Theater during World War II, and began editing
the USAF Dictionary in 1941.
NOT IN
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American Folk Tales and Songs, compiled and annotated by Richard
Chase. New York: New American Library, Signet, 1956. 240 pp.
$ .50. A dependable collection of folk stuff, mostly Appalachian.
Stories are the "tell aloud" variety, songs are presented with oldfashioned shaped notes. Whimsical drawings by Joshua Tolford.
The Antic Muse, edited by R. P. Falk. New York: Grove Press, Evergreen, 1956. 255 pp. $1.45- Another attractively designed Evergreen
book, well worthy of reprint. It is a collection of parodies, satires,
and burlesques on American writers; always fun, sometimes hilarious,
and most often extraordinarily clever.
Baby Doll, by Tennessee Williams. New York: New American
Library, Signet, 1956. 128 pp. $ .35. The movie-script of Tennessee
Williams' Baby Doll. Candid stills from the movie give it a drugstorish, peepish look, but Williams' perennial theme of fulfillment
versus arrested development and cultural decadence is there for those
who read.
Band (Jf Angels, by Robert Penn Warren. New York: New American
Library, Signet, 1956. 320 pp. $ .50. This 1955 bestseller is a lush
story of a lavish era - the Civil War. Told from the viewpoint of
Amantha Starr, a Kentucky belle who was sold into slavery, Band of
Angels chronicles Amantha's search for love and identity.
Boswell's London Journal, z762-z76J, with Introduction and Notes
by Frederick A. Pottle. New York: The New i\merican Library,
Signet, 1956,320 pp. $ .50. A very welcome reprint of the celebrated
manuscripts, found only a few years ago, of the journal of James
Boswell. This intimate eighteenth century London chronicle makes
good reading for anyone, anytime.
Dialogues of Alfred North Whitehead, as recorded by Lucien Price.
New York: The New American Library, Mentor, 1956.320 pp. $ .50.
Let not anyone be put off by the great name: \Vhitehead. This is
warm, wise, and provocative talk on a variety of subjects of interest
to anyone who loves books, and/or people.
The Last Enemy, by Berton Roueche. New York: Grove Press, 1956.
240 pp. $1.25. A murder mystery treated in a psychological and
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graphic 5tyle, The Last Enemy describes a murderer who had nothing
to fear and the unjustly acCUsed who had everything to fear - includinghimself.

The Maids, by J¢an Genet, with preface by Jean-Paul Sartre. New
York: Grove Press" Evergreen, 1956. 102 pp. $1.25. Genet's subtle playwrighting is devote~ to the creation of the intricate pattern of reality's
melting into appearance that lies at the core of,thehomosexual's experience of the world, and Sartre's preface brilliantly explores Genet's
implication of the evil of Nothingness arising upon the r~ins of Good,
which is only an illusion.
Mezcala, Ancient Mexican Sculpture, by Miguel Covatrubias, with
notes by William Spratling, preface by Andre Emmerich. New York:
Emmerich Gallery, 36 pp. $1.50. Forty-seven effective photographs
of small stone,'Pre-Conquest masks, figurines; effigies and ornaments,
found along the Mezcala River, in the State of Guerrero. "These
pieces are highly stylized and schematic, and their coarse, vigorous
character makes them readily identifiable," Writes Covarrubias. "The
Mezcala sculptures have all the vigorous simplification and the tendency toward abstract, pure form so dear to the most ancient and the
most modern art,"
New fVorld Writing, No. 10, New York: New American Library,
Mentor, 1956. 288 pp. $ .50. This, their tenth anniversary collection
of contemporary world writing, includes some "firsts" in fiction, a
selection of undergraduate poetry, four critical articles, and more
fiction and drama by such writers as Shirley Ann Grau, and Samuel
Beckett. Also included are some intriguing drawings by Abraham
Rattner.
The Papal Encyclicals in Their Historical Context, edited by Anne
Fremantle. New American Library, Mentor, 1956. 317 pp. $ .50. A
useful volume of selections from the teaching of the Popes from the
earliest time to 1954. Intended for the general reader, Catholic and
non-Catholic, with explanatory historical comments by Mrs. Fremantle. Introduction by Gustave Weigel, S. J.
White Jacket, by Herman Melville. New York: Grove Press, Evergreen, 1956. $1.45. Published originally in 1850, this was Melville's
fifth book, a documentary novel of life on a man-o-war, drawn from
his year as a seaman on the frigate United States. Part fact, part fietion, part poetry, part propaganda, it shares with Moby Dick (1851)
Melville's romantic microcosm of a sailing ship at s:a.
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